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Eternal Energy
 
the Sun, the Moon in the sky
The flame and fire on earth
Visible forces reflecting invisible energy
Enervating the mass within
As microcosm and macrocosm outside
 
Invoke the energy inside
Which is subtle in movement
Turns physical in creation, development and destruction
Awakens the impulse eternal
That moves up and down the physical framework
 
The mortal framework that decides
Physical connection on the earthy life
Has no meaning in the journey eternal
Which is constant and continuous
Through mass, energy, time and space
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Living Choice
 
Its deep in heart that felt repeatedly
about a being in time and space
that follow the laws of nature
Betwixt the stimulus and response
a space and time that can defy the nature and destiny
defines the state of being
in the form of choice
 
Choice lies before us at every moment in life
to chart the direction of life
Else the chance will takeover the course
subordinating to the flow of nature
 
With choice in your hand
begin the passion to reach the destiny
Raise the motivation to be better
Unleash the talents required
That take the life towards evolution
pushing the human race ahead of the present existence
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Monotonous Life
 
Feeling repetetive and montotonous life chores
People at differing wavelengths
Keep making some thought waves
That either repeat or duplicate the human conciousnes
From the beginning of life
And evolution through streams of reason
 
Animal instincts has nothing more in majority
Than satiating the insatiable carnal desire
Exciting the nerves through emotions
Without a hint of the ultimate
 
There is no urge left in this life of new age
To search for an exisitence
Beyond its physical urges
Thus taking the human thought to the next level
From its evolution uptil the moment
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Mortal Frame
 
Raised from elements inanimate
Animates a thought and an emotion
Lives this frame to the extent of deterioration
To the penetrating refinement
Life doth take limited time
Racing itself to the ground into ashes
 
In search of permanent vehicle of happiness
That is stable through mass and space
With a constancy of purpose
Through birth to death
The core being through lifetime misery
to the mortal frame
 
The passion that reaches the source
Becomes one with everything
Stands between antimatter and matter
In waiting to create or destroy the universe at will
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Rein In Heaven
 
Christmas is a day that everyone reins in heaven
The religion with simple principles
proved powerful enough to penetrate
across the religions and geographies
paved the way for unity in humanity
through the love, passion and sacrifice
of a human unparalleled in the history of mankind
May this day be the beginning of an harmony
between the life, nature and universe
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